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Number of hours, grading option: *
2, cr/ncr

Course Details

COURSE DESCRIPTION: *
This course builds upon the knowledge and skills participants bring to the class from various contexts of
worship. We will explore various biblical foundations and theories of prophetic worship and practice skills
that undergird prophetic worship. This course encourages deep engagement with the biblical prophets, the
power of worship to enact realities, and lived experience. Throughout the course we will interrogate the role
of anger in positive change and learn how to help people focus anger toward good. The course seeks to
expand the way each participant thinks about the mission and ministry of prophetic worship. This course
teaches that God can equip (in differing ways) each person to enact God’s prophetic word within their
context.
Pedagogically, this course affirms each participant as an active contributor to the learning constructed
throughout the course and affirms that practices lead to theory lead to practices. Therefore, learners
augment the class when they come ready to be generative, to deeply hear one another, and to practice the
theories we learn as a daily part of the experience.

COURSE OBJECTIVES: *
Recognize the role of anger in positive transformation
Encounter multiple theories that contribute to prophetic worship.
Acknowledge multiple styles of prophetic worship.
Articulate the theories and styles of prophetic worship most congruent with your own liturgical theology.
Recognize theories of prophetic worship most congruent with your (anticipated) context.
Identify relationships between social transformation and prophetic worship.
Gain skills for prophetic imagination, exegesis, and illustrations.
Practice skills for crafting prophetic worship content and enactment.

PROCEDURE: *
We will use many methods of learning: discussion, lecture, videos, art, reading, and activities.
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EVALUATION: *
discussions, research, presentation, crafting liturgical element
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